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What about Consulting Privileges?
A number of physicians have
questioned the appropriateness of applying for medical staff membership at
the Hospital Center when the service in which they specialize will not be
provided here. Pediatrics or obstetrics are good examples.
It should be
remembered, however, that occasions will arise when children or pregnant
women will be brought to the Hospital Center as accident patients.
And
frequently it will be necessary to call in a pediatrician or an obstetrician
on a consulting basis.
Therefore, we would urge all physicians, whose
specialized services might be needed by Hospital Center patients (whether
or not the individual physician's particular service will be offered at the
Center) to apply for membership.
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Here's another reminder about the meeting of the Medical Staff
of the Hospital Center, scheduled for Wednesday, May 22. The time is
8:30 P.M. and the place is the College Center Theater at Cedar Crest
College.
Main items of business are the presentation of Bylaws and the
naming of a Nominating Committee.
Copies of the proposed Bylaws will be
placed in doctors' mail boxes at The Allentown Hospital and the Sacred
Heart Hospital well in advance of the meeting.
Please keep the date of
May 22 open. This is a very important meeting.
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Medical Affairs Committee "To Go On Call".
The Medical Affairs
Committee, chaired by Roger W. Mullin, Jr., which has been working for the
last two years on plans and programs for the Center, will discontinue
regular meetings but will be subject to call for special consultation,
particularly in regard to the cooperative efforts of the three hospitals.
Mr. Pool, President of the Center's Board of Directors, expressed
his appreciation at the last meeting for the work the Committee has done.
The Board accepted the recommendation of the Committee that elective
plastic surgery, originally designated for Sacred Heart Hospital, be assigned
to the Center.
Plastic surgeons must be available at the Center for trauma
cases, including the burn unit, at Sacred Heart Hospital for emergencies and
at Allentown Hospital for pediatric surgery.
It was felt patient care would
be more effectively served with this revision in the allocation of services.
The Board also accepted the Committee's recommendation
orthopedic coverage be provided at Sacred Heart Hospital.
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Interviews continue to be conducted for positions at the Hospital
Center.
Because of the large number of applicants, it was impossible to
complete the interviews in time to meet the target date of May 1 which had
been established for notification of successful applicants.
Those who did
apply before April 1 will be interviewed as soon as possible and the retention
of benefits provision will be maintained for those persons.
GETTING

TO KNOW THE SYSTEM

This is the third in a series of UPDATE articles designed to acquaint
all hospital personnel with the procedures, practices and systems under which
the Hospital Center will operate, as well as with those systems which involve
the three hospitals.
The subject for this issue is ...
PATIENT

INFORMATION

In previous issues of UPDATE, we have discussed the
CENTREX Telephone System which links together the three
hospitals.
The Patient Information Computer System functions
in harmony with the telephone system.
This system places the power of the computer right at
the fingertips of the CENTREX operator •.. even though the
computer itself is located at Allentown and Sacred Heart
Computer Center, 2200 Hamilton Street.
A television-screen-type
terminal, located in the
CENTREX office at the Hospital Center is linked to the
computer.
It is this display unit that provides an instant
status on the names of patients in the three hospitals and
what telephone extension they may be reached on. In addition,
the terminal may be used to admit, transfer and discharge
patients.
Roger Winner, Director of the Computer Center, explains
liThe Patient Information System is but the first step in
bringing the computer directly into the hospital as an
everyday tool that helps hospital personnel carry out their
jobs of providing patient care.
It illustrates just one of
the ways a computer installation can make all kinds of valuable
information instantly available for hospitals."
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NEWS

The Tree Sale
(Rain date is May 19).
up any time after 10:00
of trees and plenty of
day. Plan to stop by!
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is scheduled for May 18 at the Hospital Center site.
Those who have placed orders can start picking them
A.M. The Committee reminds us that a limited number
geraniums and annuals will be on sale throughout the
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The Big Top Ball comes nearer and nearer.
Invitations have been
mailed and reservations are coming in for the under-canvas gala at the
Hospital Center on Saturday, June 8. Didn't get your invitation?
Call the
Hospital Center at 437-4872 and tell us.
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